MSDS

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

DATE PREPARED: 10/15/1996

MSDS NO: 3896

ORTHO DIAZINON PLUS INSECT SPRAY

--------1. CHEMICAL PRODUCT AND COMPANY IDENTIFICATION --------

PRODUCT NAME: ORTHO DIAZINON PLUS INSECT SPRAY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: INSECTICIDE

MANUFACTURER:
THE SOLARIS GROUP
OF MONSANTO COMPANY
P.O. BOX 5008
SAN RAMON, CA 94583-0808

24 HR. EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS:
EMERGENCY PHONE: 800-454-2333

EPA REG. NO.: 239-2364C

PN: 6019

--------2. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS -------

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHEMICAL NAME</th>
<th>WT. %</th>
<th>CAS REGISTRY#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIAZINON, O,O-DIETHYL O-(2-ISOPROPYL-6-METHYL-4-PYRIDINYL) PHOSPHOROTHIOATE</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>333-41-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


--------3. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION -------

EMERGENCY OVERVIEW:

PHysical Appearance: LIGHT AMBER LIQUID

IMMEDIATE CONCERNS:
CAUSES MODERATE EYE INJURY
HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED, INHALED OR ABSORBED THROUGH THE SKIN
AVOID BREATHING SPRAY MIST
DO NOT GET IN EYES, ON SKIN, OR ON CLOTHING
COMBUSTIBLE
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS:

EYES:
The undiluted product is moderately irritating to the eyes. Eye contact may include discomfort, tearing, swelling, redness, and blurred vision. See toxicological information, Section 11.

SKIN:
The undiluted product is considered a moderate skin irritant, therefore contact with the skin can cause prolonged (days) injury to the affected area. The degree of injury will depend on the amount of material that gets on the skin and the speed and thoroughness of the first aid treatment. Skin irritation may include redness, itching and swelling. This substance is considered slightly toxic to internal organs if absorbed through the skin. See toxicological information, Section 11.

INGESTION:
This substance is slightly toxic to internal organs if swallowed. The degree of injury will depend on the amount absorbed from the gut. Because of the low viscosity of this substance, it can directly enter the lungs if it is swallowed (this is called aspiration). This can occur during the act of swallowing or when vomiting the substance. Once in the lungs, the substance is very difficult to remove and can cause severe injury to the lungs and death. Read the toxicological information section (11) of this document for more information.

INHALATION:
Breathing the vapor may be irritating to the respiratory tract. If inhaled, this substance is considered practically non-toxic to internal organs. Read the toxicological information section (11) of this document for more information.

TARGET ORGANS:
 Diazinon is an inhibitor of the cholinesterase enzyme, found in nervous tissue, red blood cells, and plasma.

COMMENTS HEALTH:
Depending upon the extent and degree of overexposure to the product, signs and symptoms of cholinesterase inhibition can result following either ingestion, skin contact or inhalation routes of exposure. Signs and symptoms of cholinesterase inhibition can also result from either acute (one time), subchronic (repeated short-term) and chronic (daily life-time) overexposure to the product.

Signs and symptoms of cholinesterase inhibition usually occur within 12 hours following overexposure. These effects may include, but may not be limited to, headache, dizziness, weakness, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, constriction of the pupil of the eye, blurred or dark vision, excessive salivation or nasal discharge, profuse sweating and abdominal cramps. Incontinence, unconsciousness, convulsions and breathing difficulties are
INDICATIVE OF SEVERE POISONING. IN UNTREATED SEVERE POISONING, DEATH IS DUE TO RESPIRATORY FAILURE OR CARDIAC ARREST.


------4. FIRST AID MEASURES ------

EYES:
FLUSH EYES IMMEDIATELY WITH FRESH WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES WHILE HOLDING THE EYELIDS OPEN. REMOVE CONTACT LENSES IF WORN. CALL A PHYSICIAN.

SKIN:
REMOVE CONTAMINATED CLOTHING. WASH SKIN THOROUGHLY WITH SOAP AND WATER. SEE A DOCTOR IF ANY SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS DESCRIBED IN THIS DOCUMENT OCCUR. DISCARD CONTAMINATED NON-WATERPROOF SHOES AND BOOTS. WASH CONTAMINATED CLOTHING.

INGESTION:
IF SWALLOWED, IMMEDIATELY TELEPHONE A POISON CONTROL CENTER, EMERGENCY TREATMENT CENTER OR A PHYSICIAN FOR ADVICE. DO NOT MAKE PERSON VOMIT UNLESS DIRECTED TO DO SO BY MEDICAL PERSONNEL. IF MEDICAL ADVICE CANNOT BE OBTAINED, THEN IMMEDIATELY TAKE PERSON AND PRODUCT CONTAINER, WITH LABEL, TO AN EMERGENCY TREATMENT CENTER.

INHALATION:
IF RESPIRATORY DISCOMFORT OR IRRITATION OCCURS, MOVE THE PERSON TO FRESH AIR. SEE A DOCTOR IF DISCOMFORT OR IRRITATION CONTINUES.

NOTES TO PHYSICIAN:
THIS MATERIAL CONTAINS A CHOLINESTERASE INHIBITOR. MEASUREMENT OF BLOOD CHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY MAY BE USEFUL IN MONITORING EXPOSURE. IF SIGNS OF CHOLINESTERASE INHIBITION APPEAR, ATROPINE SULFATE IS ANTIDOTAL. 2-PAM (PROTOPAM) IS ALSO ANTIDOTAL AND MAY BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ATROPINE BUT SHOULD NOT BE USED ALONE. THIS MATERIAL CONTAINS LIGHT HYDROCARBON LIQUID AND AN ASPIRATION HAZARD MAY EXIST.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
IN CASE OF MEDICAL EMERGENCIES INVOLVING THIS PRODUCT, CALL DAY OR NIGHT, (800) 457-2022 OR (800) 454-2333.

------5. FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES ------

FLASHPOINT AND METHOD: 153 DEG. F TAG CC

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: CO₂, DRY CHEMICAL, FOAM AND WATER FOG.

HAZARDOUS COMBUSTION PRODUCTS:
NORMAL COMBUSTION FORMS CARBON DIOXIDE, WATER VAPOR AND MAY PRODUCE OXIDES OF SULFUR, NITROGEN AND PHOSPHOROUS. INCOMPLETE COMBUSTION CAN PRODUCE CARBON MONOXIDE.

FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES:
LIQUID EVAPORATES AND FORMS VAPOR (FUMES) WHICH CAN CATCH FIRE AND BURN WITH
EXPLOSIVE VIOLENCE. INVISIBLE VAPOR SPREADS EASILY AND CAN BE SET ON FIRE BY
MANY SOURCES SUCH AS PILOT LIGHTS, WELDING EQUIPMENT, AND ELECTRICAL MOTORS
AND SWITCHES. FIRE HAZARD IS GREATER AS LIQUID TEMPERATURE RISES ABOVE 85 F.

PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION FROM FIRES INVOLVING THIS MATERIAL MAY BE TOXIC.
AVOID BREATHING SMOKE AND MISTS. AVOID PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT CONTACT WITH
FALLOUT AND RUNOFF. MINIMIZE THE AMOUNT OF WATER USED FOR FIRE FIGHTING.
DO NOT ENTER ANY ENCLOSED AREA WITHOUT FULL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING
SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING EQUIPMENT. CONTAIN AND ISOLATE RUNOFF AND DEBRIS
FOR PROPER DISPOSAL. DECONTAMINATE PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND FIRE
FIGHTING EQUIPMENT BEFORE REUSE. READ THE ENTIRE DOCUMENT.

-----6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES-----

SMALL SPILL:
SOAK UP SPILLED MATERIAL WITH PAPER TOWELS OR OTHER ABSORBENT MATERIAL AND
DISCARD IN TRASH. PRODUCT IS HIGHLY FLAMMABLE. KEEP ALL SOURCES OF IGNITION
AWAY FROM SPILL.

LARGE SPILL:
ELIMINATE ALL SOURCES OF IGNITION IN VICINITY OF SPILL OR RELEASED VAPOR.
LIQUID SPILLS ON FLOOR OR OTHER IMPERVIOUS SURFACES SHOULD BE CONTAINED OR
DIKED, AND SHOULD BE ABSORBED WITH ATTAPULGITE, BENTONITE OR OTHER ABSORBENT
MATERIAL. COLLECT CONTAMINATED ABSORBENT, PLACE IN PLASTIC-LINED METAL DRUM
AND DISPOSE OF IN ACCORDANCE WITH INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED UNDER SECTION 13.
"DISPOSAL". THOROUGHLY SCRUB FLOOR OR OTHER IMPERVIOUS SURFACE WITH A STRONG
INDUSTRIAL TYPE DETERGENT SOLUTION AND RINSE WITH WATER.

FOR LIQUID SPILLS THAT SOAK INTO THE GROUND, CONTACT THE APPLICABLE FEDERAL,
STATE AND OR COUNTY HEALTH DEPT. FOR DISPOSAL RECOMMENDATIONS. IF DISPOSAL
IS REQUIRED THEN REFER TO SECTION 13 "DISPOSAL" FOR INSTRUCTIONS.
LEAKING CONTAINERS SHOULD BE SEPARATED FROM NON-LEAKERS AND EITHER THE
CONTAINER OR ITS CONTENTS TRANSFERRED TO A DRUM OR OTHER NON-LEAKING
CONTAINER AND DISPOSED OF IN ACCORDANCE WITH INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED UNDER
SECTION 13 "DISPOSAL". ANY RECOVERED SPILLED LIQUID SHOULD BE SIMILARLY
COLLECTED AND DISPOSED OF.

DO NOT CONTAMINATE WATER, FOODSTUFFS OR FEED BY STORAGE OR DISPOSAL.

GENERAL PROCEDURES:
OBSERVE ALL PROTECTION AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN CLEANING UP SPILLS—SEE
SECTION 8. "EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION". FOR HELP WITH ANY SPILL,
LEAK, FIRE OR EXPOSURE INVOLVING THIS MATERIAL, CALL DAY OR NIGHT
(800) 454-2333.

-----7. HANDLING AND STORAGE-----

GENERAL PROCEDURES:
KEEP PESTICIDE IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER. DO NOT PUT CONCENTRATE OR DILUTE INTO
FOOD OR DRINK CONTAINERS. AVOID CONTAMINATION OF FEED, FOODSTUFFS AND
DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLIES. STORE IN A COOL DRY PLACE, PREFERABLY IN A LOCKED
STORAGE AREA. DO NOT STORE DILUTED SPRAY. STORE ABOVE FREEZING. HANDLE
CONCENTRATE IN A VENTILATED AREA. KEEP CONTAINER CLOSED.

----8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSOAL PROTECTION -----

ENGINEERING CONTROLS:
PROVIDE NATURAL OR MECHANICAL VENTILATION TO CONTROL EXPOSURE LEVELS BELOW AIRBORNE EXPOSURE LIMITS (SEE BELOW). IF PRACTICAL, USE LOCAL MECHANICAL EXHAUST VENTILATION AT SOURCES OF AIR CONTAMINATION SUCH AS OPEN PROCESS EQUIPMENT. CONSULT NFPA STANDARD 91 FOR DESIGN OF EXHAUST SYSTEMS.

PERSONAL PROTECTION:

EYES AND FACE:
WHERE THERE IS SIGNIFICANT POTENTIAL FOR EYE CONTACT, WEAR CHEMICAL GOGGLES AND HAVE EYE FLUSHING EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE.

FOR APPLICATION OF PRODUCT IN ACCORDANCE WITH LABEL INSTRUCTIONS, NO SPECIAL EYE PROTECTION IS NEEDED.

SKIN:
WEAR APPROPRIATE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND CHEMICAL RESISTANT GLOVES TO PREVENT SKIN CONTACT. CONSULT GLOVE MANUFACTURER TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE TYPE OF GLOVE FOR GIVEN APPLICATION. WEAR FACE SHIELD AND CHEMICAL RESISTANT CLOTHING SUCH AS A RUBBER APRON WHEN SPLASHING IS LIKELY. WASH CONTAMINATED SKIN PROMPTLY. LAUNDER CONTAMINATED CLOTHING AND CLEAN PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT BEFORE REUSE. WASH THOROUGHLY AFTER HANDLING.

RESPIRATORY:
AVOID BREATHING VAPOR OR MIST. USE NIOSH/MSHA APPROVED RESPIRATORY PROTECTION EQUIPMENT (FULL FACEPIECE RECOMMENDED) WHEN AIRBORNE EXPOSURE LIMITS ARE EXCEEDED (SEE BELOW). CONSULT RESPIRATOR MANUFACTURER TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE TYPE EQUIPMENT FOR GIVEN APPLICATION. OBSERVE RESPIRATOR USE LIMITATIONS SPECIFIED BY NIOSH/MSHA OR THE MANUFACTURER. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAMS MUST COMPLY WITH 29 C.F.R. 1910.134.

FOR APPLICATION OF PRODUCT IN ACCORDANCE WITH LABEL INSTRUCTIONS, NO SPECIAL RESPIRATORY PROTECTION IS REQUIRED.

OSHA HAZARDOUS COMPONENTS (29 CFR 1910.1200):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHEMICAL NAME</th>
<th>OSHA PEL</th>
<th>ACGIH TLV</th>
<th>ACGIH STEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O,O-DIETHYL 0-(2-ISOPROPYL-6-METHYL-4-PYRIMIDINYL) PHOSPHOROTHIOATE</td>
<td>TWA: 0.1 MG/M3</td>
<td>0.1 MG/M3</td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AROMATIC HYDROCARBON BLEND</td>
<td>NONE</td>
<td>NONE</td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

----9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES -----

PHYSICAL STATE: LIQUID

APPEARANCE:
CLEAR, LIGHT AMBER LIQUID WITH CHARACTERISTIC ORGANO-PHOSPHATE ODOR
PERCENT VOLATILE: NO DATA AVAILABLE

SOLUBILITY IN WATER: MISCELLABLE WITH WATER.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 0.936 TO 0.948 GR/CC AT 20 DEG. C

COMMENTS:

pH: 6.78 @ 5% SOLUTION IN WATER.

DENSITY: 7.8 - 7.9 LB/GAL

------10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY ------

STABLE: YES

HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: NO

CONDITIONS TO AVOID: AVOID CONTACT WITH ACIDS AND BASES.

HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION:
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, VARIOUS ALIPHATIC ORGANOPHOSPHATES, SUBSTITUTED PYRIMIDINES AND HYDROGEN CYANIDE.

------11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION ------

ACUTE:

EYES:
THE RESULTS OF THE RABBIT EYE IRRITATION STUDY INDICATE THAT THIS PRODUCT IS MODERATELY IRRITATING TO EYES WITH ALL IRRITATION CLEARING BY DAY 7. EPA FIFRA TOXICITY CATEGORY - III.

DERMAL LD50:

ORAL LD50: THIS PRODUCT IS SLIGHTLY TOXIC IF INGESTED.
RAT LD50: 1,250 MG/KG. EPA FIFRA TOXICITY CATEGORY - III.

INHALATION LC50:
THIS PRODUCT IF INHALED IS PRACTICALLY NONTOXIC. 4 HOUR INHALATION LC50 FOR RATS: >2.33 MG/LITER/HOUR. EPA FIFRA TOXICITY CATEGORY - IV.

SENSITIZATION:
NO EVIDENCE OF ALLERGIC SKIN REACTIONS WAS OBSERVED IN GUINEA PIGS FOLLOWING REPEATED SKIN EXPOSURE.

CARCINOGENICITY:

CARCINOGENICITY COMMENTS:
DIAZINON IS NOT CONSIDERED TO BE A CARCINOGEN. NTP CHRONIC FEEDING STUDIES IN RATS AND MICE DEMONSTRATED NO EVIDENCE OF ONCOGENICITY.
RAT NO OBSERVABLE EFFECT LEVEL (NOEL): 40 MG/KG/DY
MICE NOEL: APPROX. 30 MG/KG/DY

A SEARCH OF THE EPA'S INTEGRATED RISK INFORMATION SYSTEM (IRIS) FOUND NO EVIDENCE OF HUMAN CARCINOGENICITY.

NEUROTOXICITY:
DIAZINON IS NOT CONSIDERED TO PRODUCE ORGANOPHOSPHATE INDUCED DELAYED NEUROPATHY. RESULTS OF CHICKEN NEUROTOXICITY STUDIES WERE NEGATIVE.

TERATOGENICITY:
DIAZINON IS NOT CONSIDERED TO BE A TERATOGEN (A SUBSTANCE THAT CAUSES BIRTH DEFECTS). THE RAT AND RABBIT DEVELOPMENTAL NOEL'S (NO OBSERVABLE EFFECT LEVEL) WERE 20 AND 100 MG/KG/DY, RESPECTIVELY.

REPRODUCTIVE TOXIN:
DIAZINON IS NOT CONSIDERED TO BE A REPRODUCTIVE TOXIN. RESULTS OF A RAT MULTIGENERATION REPRODUCTION STUDY INDICATED THAT THE DAILY DIETARY NOEL (NO OBSERVABLE EFFECT LEVEL) FOR DIAZINON WAS 0.5 MG/KG/DY. THE MATERNAL MAXIMUM TOLERATED DOSE WAS 25 MG/KG/DY.

COMMENTS: SEE SECTION 16 FOR DEFINITION OF EPA FIFRA TOXICITY CATEGORIES.

------12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION ------

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA: NO DATA AVAILABLE.

ECOTOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION:
THIS MATERIAL IS TOXIC TO BIRDS AND OTHER WILDLIFE. HIGHLY TOXIC TO BEES EXPOSED TO DIRECT TREATMENT OR RESIDUES ON BLOOMING CROPS OR WEEDS. THIS MATERIAL IS TOXIC TO AQUATIC ORGANISMS AND SHOULD BE KEPT OUT OF SEWAGE AND DRAINAGE SYSTEMS AND ALL BODIES OF WATER.

------13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS ------

FOR LARGE SPILLS:
MATERIAL COLLECTED THAT CANNOT BE REPROCESSED SHOULD BE DISPOSED OF IN A LANDFILL APPROVED FOR PESTICIDE DISPOSAL OR IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL PROCEDURES.

PRODUCT DISPOSAL:
THE SOLARIS GROUP IS COMMITTED TO RESPONSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES AND RECOMMENDS THAT ALL OF THE PRODUCT BE USED UP, CAREFULLY FOLLOWING ALL LABEL DIRECTIONS AND PRECAUTIONS.

IF NECESSARY TO DISPOSE OF PARTIALLY FILLED PRODUCT CONTAINER, THEN SECURELY WRAP IT IN SEVERAL LAYERS OF NEWSPAPER AND DISCARD IN TRASH.

EMPTY CONTAINER:
DO NOT REUSE CONTAINER. RINSE THOROUGHLY BEFORE DISCARDING IN TRASH.

------14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION ------

DOT (DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION):
PROPER SHIPPING NAME: CONSUMER COMMODITY, ORM-D, RQ (DIAZINON)
PRIMARY HAZARD CLASS/DIVISION: ORM-D
UN/NA NUMBER: NONE
PACKING GROUP: NO
REPORTABLE QUANTITY (RQ) UNDER CERCLA: 1 LB. AI
U.S. SURFACE FREIGHT CLASS: NMFC NBR. 102120

AIR (ICAO/IATA):
PROPER SHIPPING NAME: CONSUMER COMMODITY

VESSEL (IMO/IMDG):
MARINE POLLUTANT #1: DIAZINON - SEVERE MARINE POLLUTANT

SPECIAL SHIPPING NOTES:
THE DESCRIPTION SHOWN MAY NOT APPLY TO ALL SHIPPING SITUATIONS. CONSULT
49 CFR, OR APPROPRIATE DANGEROUS GOODS REGULATIONS, FOR ADDITIONAL
DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS (E.G., TECHNICAL NAME) AND MODE-SPECIFIC OR
QUANTITY-SPECIFIC SHIPPING REQUIREMENTS.

15. REGULATORY INFORMATION

UNITED STATES:
SARA TITLE III (SUPERFUND AMENDMENTS AND REAUTHORIZATION ACT):

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION UNDER SECTION 311 OF SARA:
ACUTE: YES
CHRONIC: NO
FIRE: YES
REACTIVITY: NO
PRESSURE GENERATING: NO

313 REPORTABLE INGREDIENTS:
DIAZINON (CAS 333-41-5). DE MINIMIS. CONCENTRATION FOR SECTION 313 OF EPCRA
IS 1.0%.

CERCLA (COMPREHENSIVE RESPONSE, COMPENSATION, AND LIABILITY ACT):
CERCLA RQ: 1 LB. OF DIAZINON AND PYRETHRIN.

TSCA (TOXIC SUBSTANCE CONTROL ACT):
TSCA REGULATORY:
ALL NON FIFRA REGULATED COMPONENTS ARE ON THE US EPA'S TSCA INVENTORY LIST.

16. OTHER INFORMATION

HMIS CODES:
HEALTH  2
FIRE  2
REACTIVITY  0
PROTECTION

NFPA CODES:
HEALTH  2
FIRE 2
REACTIVITY 0
SPECIAL

APPROVAL DATE: 12/06/1996

REVISION SUMMARY:
REVISION#: 2

THIS MSDS REPLACES THE JUNE 30, 1995 MSDS. ANY CHANGES IN INFORMATION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

IN SECTION 1:

DATE PREPARED:

IN SECTION 8:
ENGINEERING CONTROLS (TEXT) SKIN PROTECTION (TEXT) EYES-FACE PROTECTION (TEXT) RESPIRATORY PROTECTION (TEXT)

IN SECTION 9:
(GROUP FIELD) FOR pH (pH) (TEXT) (GROUP FIELD) FOR VAPOR PRESSURE (GROUP FIELD) FOR BOILING POINT (GROUP FIELD) FOR FREEZING POINT (GROUP FIELD) FOR SPECIFIC GRAVITY SPECIFIC GRAVITY (FROM) SPECIFIC GRAVITY (TO) SPECIFIC GRAVITY DEG. C (GROUP FIELD) FOR EVAPORATION RATE (GROUP FIELD) FOR VISCOSITY

IN SECTION 11:
ACUTE EYE (TEXT) DERMAL LD50 (TEXT) CARCINOGENICITY (TEXT) NEUROTOXICITY (TEXT) ORAL LD50 (TEXT) INHALATION LC50 (TEXT) TERATOLOGY (TEXT) REPRODUCTION (TEXT) SECTION 11 FOOTNOTES SENSITIZATION (TEXT)

IN SECTION 16: MANUFACTURER SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES (TEXT)

MANUFACTURER SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES:
EPA FIFRA (FEDERAL INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE AND RODENTICIDE ACT) TOXICITY CATEGORIES:
THE EPA TOXICITY CATEGORIES ARE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE ACUTE TOXICOLGY STUDIES. THE TOXICOLOGY FINDINGS ARE COMPARED TO THE FIFRA CRITERIA TO DETERMINE THE PRODUCT LABEL SIGNAL WORD, PRECAUTIONARY AND FIRST AID STATEMENTS.

THE EPA FIFRA TOXICITY CATEGORY SUMMARY:
EPA FIFRA PRODUCT LABEL TOXICITY RATING TOXICITY CATEGORY SIGNAL WORD

I DANGER: MOST TOXIC AND IRRITATING

II WARNING:

III CAUTION:

IV CAUTION: LEAST TOXIC AND IRRITATING

COMMENTS:
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS PRODUCT, CALL THE SOLARIS GROUPS CONSUMER HELPLINE AT 800-225-2883.
MANUFACTURER DISCLAIMER:
THIS MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET (MSDS) CONTAINS HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION FOR YOU AND YOUR EMPLOYEES. IT DOES NOT REPLACE THE PRECAUTIONARY LANGUAGE, USE DIRECTIONS, OR THE STORAGE AND DISPOSAL INFORMATION FOUND ON THE PRODUCT LABEL. INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS MSDS WILL HELP YOU TO PREPARE FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND TO MEET COMMUNITY RIGHT-TO-KNOW, EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS UNDER SARA TITLE III AND MANY OTHER LAWS. EMERGENCY RESPONSE AGENCIES AND HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS WILL ALSO FIND THIS ADDITIONAL INFORMATION USEFUL.

USE OF THIS PRODUCT IS REGULATED BY THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA) THROUGH THE APPROVED LABEL COPY. IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL LAW TO USE THIS PRODUCT IN A MANNER INCONSISTENT WITH ITS LABELING.

ALTHOUGH THE INFORMATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS SET FORTH HEREIN (HEREINAFTER "INFORMATION") ARE PRESENTED IN GOOD FAITH AND BELIEVED TO BE CORRECT AS OF THE DATE HEREOF, MONSANTO COMPANY AND THE SOLARIS GROUP MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS AS TO THE COMPLETENESS OR ACCURACY THEREOF. INFORMATION IS SUPPLIED UPON THE CONDITION THAT THE PERSONS RECEIVING SAME WILL MAKE THEIR OWN DETERMINATIONS AS TO ITS SUITABILITY FOR THEIR PURPOSES PRIOR TO USE. IN NO EVENT WILL MONSANTO COMPANY OR THE SOLARIS GROUP BE RESPONSIBLE FOR DAMAGES OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF OR RELIANCE UPON INFORMATION. NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OF ANY OTHER NATURE ARE MADE WITH RESPECT TO INFORMATION OR THE PRODUCT TO WHICH INFORMATION REFERS.